Introduction
A humanoid robot that can naturally interact with humans must be capable of high-level interaction skills; that is, it must be able to communicate with humans in the form of humanlike skills such as gestures, dialogue communication with mutual sympathy. In terms of a human symbiotic situation, it is necessary for a robot to be sociable in terms of thinking and feeling. In this aspect, social interaction and communication that share emotions are important issues in the field of a humanoid robot research. We propose an affective communication model for humanoid robots, so that these robots achieve high level communication through the framework of the affective communication model with multimodality. The proposed model comprises five subsystems: namely, perception, motivation, memory, behavior, and expression. In the perception system, we implemented a bimodal emotion recognizer. To ensure a humanoid robot can respond appropriately to the emotional status of users and itself, we designed subsystems that use their own drive, emotions, and memory. The major improvement in our framework is the construction of a memory system that stores explicit emotional memories of past events. The literature from cognitive science and neuroscience suggests that emotional memories are vital when the human brain synthesizes emotions . While previous research on sociable robots either ignores the emotional memory or maintains the emotional memory implicitly in high-level interaction, we need to establish explicit memories of emotions, events, and concepts. Therefore we have adopted the concept of emotional memory for our humanoid robot. Our memory system maintains explicit memories of previous emotional events. Thus, the emotional system can synthesize emotions on the basis of emotional memories. Since 1999, AIM lab directed by Hyun S. yang in KAIST has focused on building new humanoid robots with a self-contained physical body, perception to a degree which allows the robot to be autonomous, and social interaction capabilities of an actual human symbiotic robot. This study was built on previous researches about the social interactions and the developments of the first generation humanoid robots, AMI, AMIET coupled with a humansize biped humanoid robot, AMIO in the AIM Lab (Yong-Ho Seo, Hyun S. Yang et al., 2003 Yang et al., , 2004 Yang et al., , 2006 ). The proposed model was used to enhance the interaction between human and humanoid robot. Accordingly, we designed and implemented the methods which are mentioned above Source: Humanoid Robots: Human-like Machines, Book edited by : Matthias Hackel ISBN 978-3-902613-07-3, pp. 642, Itech, Vienna, Austria, June 2007 Open Access Database www.i-techonline.com and successfully verified the feasibility through the demonstrations of human and humanoid robot interactions with AIM Lab's humanoids.
Previous Sociable Robots and Affective Communication Model
In recent times, the concept of emotion has increasingly been used in interface and robot design. Moreover, numerous studies have been performed to integrate emotions into products including electronic games, toys, and software agents (C. Bartneck et al., 2001) . Furthermore, Affective social interaction between human and robot is hot issues in robotics research area currently. Many researchers in robotics have been exploring this issues such as a sociable robot, 'Kismet' which conveys intention through facial expression and engages in infant like interaction with a human caregiver (Breazeal, C., 1999 ). An AIBO, an entertainment robot, behaves like a friendly and life like dog which interact with human by touch and sound (Arkin and Fujita et al., 2003) . Mel, a conversational robot, introduced concepts that a robot leads the interactions by explaining its knowledge (Sidner, C.L. et al., 2005) . Cat Robot was developed to investigate the emotional behavior of physical interaction between a cat and a human (Shibata, T. at al., 2000) . Tosa & Nakastu have researched on emotion recognition system through speech and its applications. Their initial work, MUSE and MIC recognized human emotions involved in speech and expressed emotions through computer graphics. Since then, they developed some application systems utilizing their initial concept (Nakastsu, Tosa et al., 1996 ).
To perform high-level tasks while contending with various situations in actual, uncertain environments, a robot needs various abilities such as the ability to detect human faces and objects using a camera in addition to the speech processing, the ability to sense an obstacle using several sensors, and the capability of manipulation and bipedal navigation. In addition, it is necessary to integrate these software functions efficiently and reliably. Therefore, to operate the robot, control architecture or framework was usually planned based on behavior architecture. The affective communication model which we designed is an unified control architecture to perform complex tasks successfully using a set of coordinated behaviors. A high-level task is driven from a motivation system. The motivation system activates set of coordinated behaviors. Finally, an expression system activates multimodal human interfaces such as a voice, gestures and 3D facial expressions.
Framework of Affective Communication Model
Motivated the human brain structure discovered by cognitive scientist , we have designed the framework for our sociable humanoid robots. We designed the affective communication framework to include the five subsystems shown in Fig. 1 . Our framework is similar to the creature kernel framework for synthetic characters (Yoon, S.Y., Burke, R.C. et al., 2000) . The similar framework was also applied to the software architecture of Kismet (Breazeal, C., 1999) . However, since our goal is to enable dialogue interactions, we improved the framework so that our robot can preserve explicit memories. Thus, our system has two major benefits over previous systems. The fisrt is a memory system. We added a memory system to the referred framework. The memory system enables a robot to represent, and reflect upon, itself and its human partners. It also enhances a robot's social skills and fosters communication with humans. To enable affective interaction between a robot and humans, we enabled a robot to preserve its emotional memory of users and topics. The second is a dialogue based human robot interaction. Other affective robots, such as Kismet, were based on an infant-caretaker interaction, but our system is based mainly on a dialogue interaction. Accordingly, our internal design and implementation differ from other robots because of our distinct goal of multimodal affective communication.
The main functions of each subsystem are summarized as follows. The perception system, which mainly extracts information from the outside world, comprises the subsystems of face detection, face recognition, emotion recognition, and motion and color detection. The motivation system is composed of a drive and an emotional sys-tem. Drives are motivators; they include endogenous drives and externally induced desires. The emotional system synthesizes a robot's artificial emotions. The memory system, as mentioned above, preserves the emotional memories of users and topics. We improved the subsystems of our previous humanoid robots (Yong-Ho Seo, Hyun S. Yang et al., 2003 Yang et al., , 2004 . The perception system comprises face detection, face recognition, speech recognition, emotion recognition, and visual attention detection that enables a robot to detect objects and color. Accordingly, through the perception system, the robot can learn basic knowledge such as the identity of the human user, the user's emotional state, and what the user is saying and doing. The overall process of the perception system is shown Fig. 2 .
Face Detection and Recognition
The face detection system finds human faces in an image from CCD cameras. For robust and efficient face detection, the face detection system used a bottom-up, feature-based approach. The system searches the image for a set of facial features such as color and shape, and groups them into face candidates based on the geometric relationship of the facial features. Finally, the system decides whether the candidate region is a face by locating eyes in the eye region of a candidate's face. The detected facial image is sent to the face recognizer and to the emotion recognizer. The face recognizer determines the user's identity from the face database. To implement the system, we used an unsupervised PCA-based face classifier commonly used in face recognition.
Bimodal Emotion Recognition
This section describes each emotion recognition and then bimodal emotion recognition and discusses the emotion recognition performance. We estimated emotion through facial expression and speech, and then integrate them to enable bimodal emotion recognition. Emotion recognition plays an important role in the perception system because our system enables a robot to recognize human partner's emotional status, and behave appropriately considering the recognized emotion status. For emotion recognition through facial expression, we normalized the image captured. We then extracted the following two features, which are based on Ekman's facial expression features (Ekman, P. et al., 1978) . The first feature is a facial image of lips, brow and forehead. After applying histogram equalization and the threshold of the standard distribution of bright of normalized face image, we extracted the parts of lips, brow and forehead from the entire image. The second feature is an edge image of lips, brow and forehead. After applying histogram equalization, we extracted the edges around the regions of the lips, brow and forehead. Each of the extracted features is then trained using two neural networks for five emotions (neutral, happy, sad, angry, and surprise). These emotions are chosen among the basic six emotions because people generally have difficulty in making facial expression especially for the emotions, fear and disgust, which show lower recognition rate than other four emotions. Each neural network is composed of 1610 input nodes, 6 hidden nodes and 5 output nodes. The 1610 input nodes receive 1610 pixels of the input image and the output nodes represent 5 emotions: neutral, happy, sad, angry, and surprise. The number of hidden nodes is determined by experiment. Finally, the decision logic determines the final emotion result from two neural network results. The face emotion decision logic utilizes the weighted sum of two neural network results and voting method of result transitions over time domain. The overall process of the emotion recognition through facial expression is shown in Fig. 3 . The followings are about emotion recognition through speech. For emotion recognition through speech, we adopted a recognition method similar to the one used in the life-like communication agents MUSE and MIC (Nakastsu, Tosa et al., 1996, 1999) . The speech features influenced by emotions are speech-influencing pitch, energy, timing, and articulation (Cahn, J., 1990) . For feature extraction, we extracted phonetic and prosodic features in accordance with the state of the art research (Nakatsu, Tosa et al., 1999) . Neural network is used to train each feature vector and recognize the emotions. Two kinds of features are used in emotion recognition. One is a phonetic feature and the other is a prosodic feature. LPC (linear predictive coding) parameters, which are typical speech feature parameters often used for speech recognition, are adopted for the phonetic feature. The prosodic feature, on the other hand, consists of two factors: Speech power and pitch structure. Speech power and pitch parameters can be obtained in the LPC analysis. In addition, a delta LPC parameter is adopted, which is calculated from LPC parameters and expresses a time variable feature of the speech spectrum, since this parameter corresponds to a temporal structure. The speech feature calculation is carried out in the following way. Analog speech is first transformed into digital speech by passing it through a sound card with an 8 KHz sampling rate and 16 bits accuracy. The digitized speech is then arranged into a series of frames, where each frame is a set of 256 consecutive sampled data points. LPC analysis is carried out in real time and the following feature parameters are obtained for each of these frames. Thus, for the t-th frame, the obtained feature parameters can be expressed by
(where speech power is P; pitch is p; Delta LPC parameter is d; LPC parameters are c1t, c2t, …, c12t.) The sequence of this feature vector is fed into the speech period extraction stage. For extraction of speech period, we used the information of speech power. Speech power is compared with a predetermined threshold value; if the input speech power exceeds this threshold value for a few consecutive frames, the speech is decided to be uttered. After the beginning of the speech period, the input speech power is also compared with the threshold value; if the speech power is continuously below the threshold for another few consecutive frames, the speech is decided not to exist. The speech period is extracted from the whole data input through this process. Ten frames are extracted for the extracted speech period where each is situated periodically in the whole speech period and kept the same distance from adjacent frames. Let these ten frames be expressed as f1, f2, ...., f10. The feature parameters of these ten frames are collected and the output speech features are determined as a 150 (15x10) dimensional feature vector. This feature vector is expressed as
(where Fi is a vector of the fifteen feature parameters corresponding to frame fi.) This feature vector (FV) is then used as input for the emotion recognition stage. For emotion recognition, each feature vector was trained using a neural network for five emotions, neutral, happy, sad, and angry. The reason the four emotions was taken as classifiers is that these emotions have higher recognition rate than other emotions such as surprise, fear and disgust from the experimental results of previous systems to recognize emotion through speech. Accordingly, the neural network was composed of 150 (15x10) input nodes corresponding to the dimension of speech features, 4 hidden node and 5 output nodes (neutral, sad, happy, angry and surprise). The neural network configuration is similar with the previous work of Nakatsu, R., Nicholson, J. and Tosa, N. (Nakatsu, Tosa et al., 1999) , however internal lerning weights of neural network and nomarlization algorithm of speech parameters are somwhat different.
For bimodal emotion recognition, we used decision logic to integrate the two training results. The final result vector of the decision logic (Rfinal) is as follows:
(where Rface and Rspeech are the results vector of the emotion recognition through facial expression and speech. Wf and Ws are the weights of the two modalities. is a decay term that restores the emotional status to neutral.)
Performance Evaluation of Bimodal Emotion Recognition
The overall correctness of the implemented bimodal emotion system recognition was about 80 percent for each of the five testers. By resolving confusion, the bimodal emotion system performed better than facial-only and speech-only systems. We found that the two modalities have complementary property for each emotion from the experimental results shown in Table 1 and Table 2 , as well as the previous research of bimodal emotion recognition (Huang, T.S., et al., 1998) . The complementary property shows that for happy emotion, facial expression has higher recognition rates than speech. For sad emotion, voice has higher recognition rates. For angry emotion, facial expression and speech have similar recognition performance. Therefore, we made the final decision logic to conduct weighted summation. Accordingly, we appropriately determined the weight valuables, Wf and Ws in the reference of the experimental results. Actually, it is difficult to extract hidden emotional features from natural facial expression and speech. Therefore, we used intentionally exaggerated facial expression and speech for each emotion to achieve high recognition rate compared to the previous research experiments.
For testing facial-only emotion recognition, we conducted experiments with four people. For training, we used five images per each emotion of each person. We set aside one from each category as test data, use the rest of samples as training data. The recognition result is shown in Table 1 . Facial expression-only emotion recognition yield performance of 76.5% and 77.1% for the two neural networks. Therefore, we conducted weighted-summation to select the best result for each emotion from two neural networks and then achieved higher recognition rate of 79.5%. The bimodal emotion system integrated facial and speech systems with one decision logic. We evaluated the bimodal system for four people in real-time environment with varying scales and orientations using a variety of complex backgrounds. The participants were asked to make emotional facial expressions while speaking out the sentence emotionally for each emotion at five times during a specified period to time. The overall bimodal emotion system yielded approximately 80 % for each of four testers. It achieved higher performance results than facial-only and speech-only by resolving some confusion. The higher result of this emotion recognition system compared to the other systems is caused by the limited number of users. Therefore, if the more users are participated in this recognition system, the lower recognition result is expected. It's the limitation of these emotion recognition systems.
Motivation System
The motivation system sets up the robot's nature by defining its "needs" and influencing how and when it acts to satisfy them. The nature of the robot is to affectively communicate with humans and ultimately to ingratiate itself with them. The motivation system consists of two related subsystems, one that implements drives and a second that implements emotions. Each subsystem serves as a regulatory function for the robot to maintain its "wellbeing"
Drive System
The motivation system defines the robot's nature by defining its "needs" and influencing how and when it acts to satisfy them. The nature of the proposed humanoid robot is to socially interact with humans and ultimately to ingratiate itself with them. The motivation system consists of two related subsystems, one that implements drives and a second that implements emotions. Each subsystem serves as a regulatory function for the robot to maintain its "well-being" In our previous research, three basic drives were defined for a robot's affective communication with humans (Yong-Ho Seo, Hyun S. Yang et al., 2004) . In the new drive system for a humanoid robot operating and engaging interactions with human, four basic drives were defined for the robot's objectives as they related to social interaction with a human: a drive to obey a human's commands; a drive to interact with a human; a drive to ingratiate itself with humans and a drive to maintain its own well-being. The first drive motivates a robot to perform a number of predefined services according to a human's commands. The second drive activates the robot to approach and greet humans. The third drive prompts the robot to try to improve a human's feelings. When the robot interacts with humans, it tries to ingratiate itself while considering the human's emotional state. The forth drive is related to robot's maintenance of its own well-being. When the robot's sensors tell it that extreme anger or sadness is appropriate, or when its battery is too low, it stops interacting with humans
Emotion System
Emotions are significant in human behavior, communication and interaction (Armon-Jones, C., 1985) . A synthesized emotion influences the behavior system and the drive system as a control mechanism. To enable a robot to synthesize emotions, we used a model that comprises the three dimensions of emotion (Schlossberg, H., 1954) . This model characterizes emotions in terms of stance (open/close), valence (negative/positive) and arousal (low/high). Our system always assumes the stance to be open, because a robot is always openly involved in interactions. Therefore, we only consider valence and arousal, implying that only three emotions are possible for our robots: happiness, sadness, and anger. The arousal factor (Arousal about current user) is determined by factors such as whether a robot finds the human, and whether the human responds. Low arousal increases the emotion of sadness.
The valence factor (Response about current user) is determined by whether the human responds appropriately to robot's requests. A negative response increases the emotion of anger; a positive response increases the emotion of happiness. The synthesized emotion is also influenced by the drive and the memory system. The robot's emotional status is computed by the following equation.
If t = 0, E i (t) = M i (t = 0 when new face appears) If t 0, E i (t) = A i (t) + E i (t-1) + D
Where E i (t) is the robot's emotional status, t is time(when new face appears), i = {joy, sorrow, anger}. A i (t) is the emotional status calculated by the mapping function of [A, V, S] from the current activated behavior. D i is the emotional status defined by the activation and the intensity of unsatisfied drives in the drive system. M i is the emotional status of the human recorded in the memory system. Finally, t is a decay term that eventually restores the emotional status to neutral.
Memory System
Topic memories contain conversational sentences that a robot has learned from users. The topic memories are first created when the perception system recognizes that the frequency of a keyword has exceeded a threshold; that is, when the user has mentioned the same keyword several times. After the behavior system confirms that the current user is talking about a particular keyword, the memory system makes a new topic memory cell for that keyword. In the memory cell, the sentences of the user are stored and an emotional tag is attached with respect to robot's current emotion.
Figure 4. Activation of Memory cells in the Memory System
Of all the topic memories, only the one with the highest activation value is selected at time t. We calculated the activation values of the topic memories, Ti (t), as follows:
COMM represents the user's command to retrieve specific topic memory, t is time, E k (t) is AMI's current emotion, and ET i (t) is the emotional tag of the topic. Thus, E k (t) ET i (t)
indicates the extent of the match between robot's current emotion and the emotion of the memory of the topic. Finally, W mt is a weight factor. The activation of the memory system is shown in following Fig. 4 .
Behavior and Expression System
We designed the structure of the behavior system that has three levels, which address the three drives of the motivation system as mentioned above. As the system moves down a level, more specific behavior is determined according to the affective relationship between the robot and human. The first level of the behavior system is called drive selection. The behavior group of this level communicates with the motivation system and determines which of the three basic drives should be addressed. The second level, called high-level behavior selection, decides which high-level behavior should be adopted in relation to the perception and internal information in the determined drive. In the third level, called low-level behavior selection, each low-level type of behavior is composed of dialogue and gestures, and is executed in the expression system. A low-level type of behavior is therefore selected after considering the emotion and memory from other systems. The Fig. 5 shows the hierarchy of the behavior system and its details. The expression system is the intermediate interface between the behavior system and robot hardware. The expression system comprises three subsystems: a dialogue expression system, a 3D facial emotion expression system and a gesture expression system. The expression system plays two important functions. The first function is to execute the behavior received from the behavior system. Each type of behavior consists of a dialogue between the robot and the human. Sometimes the robot uses interesting gestures to control the dialogue's flow and to foster interaction with the human. The second function is to express robot's emotion. The robot expresses its own emotions through facial expressions but it sometimes uses gestures to covey its intentions and emotions.
Dialogue Expression
Dialogue is a joint process of communication sharing of information (data, symbols, context) between two or more parties. In addition, humans employ a variety of paralinguistic social cues (facial displays, gestures, etc.) to regulate the flow of dialogue (M. Lansdale, T. Ormerod, 1994). We consider there to be three primary types of dialogue: low level (prelinguistic), non verbal, and verbal language. Among them, the robot communicates with a human through daily verbal language with appropriate gestures. However, it is difficult to enable a robot to engage in natural dialogue with a human because of the limitation of the current technique on speech recognition, natural language processing, etc. Accordingly, we predefined dialogue flow and topics. In order to make natural dialog possible in the limit that the robot could recognize only the limited number of speech, we constructed dialog as follows: First, the robot lead actively dialog by asking user's intention ahead of him to avoid the possibility that the robot cannot understand human speech. Second, the robot answers the most frequently used responses when they cannot understand to avoid unnatural dialog. 
Facial Expression
The 3D facial expression shows the robot's emotional status synthesized in the motivation system, as described in section 5. These expressions make up for the limitations of the robot's mechanical face which has difficulty in expressing its emotions. These facial emotion expressions were implemented using 3D graphics. Our 3D graphical face is displayed on the LCD screen which located on the robot's chest. We developed two different facial expression programs. One is more face like version and the other is more artificial and abstract version. The facial expressions in our 3D graphical faces and the dimension of emotions are shown as Fig. 6 .
Figure 6. Graphical Facial Emotion Expressions and Dimension of Emotions

Emotional Gesture Expression
Gestures(or Motions) for our humanoids were generated to be human-like and friendly.
Gestures are used to express its own emotions and to make interaction with humans more expressive. Therefore, expressions that would best attract the interest of humans were considered, and various interesting gestures were developed for our humanoids that would match the robot's dialogs and emotional statuses. Humans tend to guess the emotional states of other people or some object from their body motions. Motions of a service robot are also important because they give strong impressions to a person. Most people think that robots act unnaturally and strangely. There are three types of functional disorders in communication methods between a human and a robot excluding speech. The details are in Table 3 .
Limitations of conventional robots
Functional disorders
Motions to express internal state Problem Conventional robots can not express their internal state ex) out of battery, emergency Solution Motions can be used for expressing internal state of a robot ex) no movement -out of battery slow movement -ready fast movement -emergency Communication using sense of touch
Problem
No reactions when a robot is touched Ex) An accident can be occurred even though someone tries to stop the robot. Solution A robot can express its internal state using motions when it touched by others Ex) When a person punishes a robot for its fault by hitting it, it trembles.
Eye Contact Problem A robot which has no eyes looks dangerous ex) Humans usually feel that robots with no eyes are dangerous Solution A robot can look at a person of interest with sense of vision. ex) When a robot is listening to its master, it looks at his/her eyes. Table 3 . Limitations of conventional robots' interaction
We have to improve above functions of a robot to express its internal emotional state. As we can see Table 3 , these functions can be implemented by using the channels of touch and vision. We focused the channel of vision perception-especially motion cues, so we studied about how to express emotions of a robot using motions such as postures, gestures and dances.
To generate emotional motions of a service robot, making an algorithm which can convert emotion to motions and describing motions quantitatively are necessary. We defined some parameters to generate emotional motions. These parameters are like in Table 4 . We defined the parameters for the body part and the parameters for the two arms independently, so we can apply these parameters to a robot without considering whether it has two arms or not. To generate emotional gestures, we used the concept of Laban Movement Analysis, which is used for describing body movements (Toru Nakata, Taketoshi Mori, et al., 2002) .
There are various parameters which are related to produce emotional motion generation. These parameters are related to generating natural emotional motions. To make natural motions of a robot, these parameters are used for expressing the intensity of the emotional state. According to the intensity of emotion, the number of parameters is changed to generate emotional motions. The higher intensity of an emotion is going to be expressed in a motion, the more parameters are going to be used for generating that motion. We described the details of the parameters for emotional motions and we developed the emotional motions generating method. We defined 8 parameters and we can express 6 emotions by adjusting these parameters. The emotions we can express are joy, sad, neutral, surprise and disgust. We can make emotional motions with 5 levels of intensity by adjusting parameters in Table 2 . We developed a simulator program to preview the generated motions before applying to the robot platform. The simulator is shown in Figure 7 . Figure 7 . Simulator for emotional motion generation We can preview a new generated motion using this simulator, so we can prevent some problems which can be occurred when we try to apply that motion to the robot. In this simulator, we can produce 6 emotional motions. Each emotional motion has 5 levels corresponding to the intensity of the emotion. Some examples of these emotional motions of our humanoid robots are shown in Fig. 8, Fig. 9 , respectively. 
AIM Lab's Humanoid Robots
This section summarizes the study on design and development of the humanoid robots of AIM Lab to realize the enhanced interaction with humans. Especially, we have been focusing on building a new robot with the self-contained physical body, the intelligence which make the robot be autonomous, and the emotional communication capability toward a human symbiotic robot in AIM Lab, since 1999. So far, the members of AIM Lab have developed autonomous robots called AMI and AMIET which have two wheeled mobile platform, anthropomorphic head, arms and hands. And also we have been developing software system which performs intelligent tasks using a unified control architecture based on behavior architecture and emotional communication interfaces. Humanoid robots, AMI, AMIET were released to the public in 2001, 2002 respectively. AMIO is the biped humanoid robot which was developed recently. The developed robot consists of a self-contained body, head, two arms, with a two legged (biped) mechanism. Its control hardware includes vision and speech capabilities and various control boards such as motion controllers, with a signal processing board for several types of sensors. Using the developed robot, biped locomotion study and social interaction research were concurrently carried out. An anthropomorphic shape is appropriate for a human-robot interaction. Also it is very important that the robot has the stable mobility in dynamically changing and uncertain environment. Therefore, we decided the design of our robot as the mobile manipulation robot system which has upper torso, head, two arm, hand, and vehicle. In the first mechanical design stage of AMI, we consider the following factors for our robot to satisfy the requirements of these human symbiotic situations.
We considered the height of the robot firstly. The height of the robot should be appropriate to interact with human. Secondly, Manipulation capability and motion range of robot arm should be similar to human. Thirdly, Reliable mobility to move around household while ensuring human's safety is required. Fourthly, Information Screen to show helpful information to user through the network environments and to check the current status of robot and to show emotional expression of robot itself is required. In the consideration of these points, we tried to make our robot be more natural and intimate to human. And then we built the robots, AMI and AMIET as following Fig. 10 . The designed robot, AMI has a mouth to open and close in the case of speaking and making expressions, two eyes with CCD camera, and speaker unit to make sounds in his face. And his neck is equipped with two motors to track the moving target and implement active vision capabilities. The developed torso part supports the robot's head and two arms, and includes the main computer system, arm and head controllers, and motor driving units. And also, LCD screen is attached to his breast to check the internal status of robot and to recover the limitations of mechanical face which has difficult in making emotional expressions. We designed two symmetric arms which have five degrees of freedom each. Hand has six degrees of freedom and three fingers. Each finger has two motors. At the end of fingers, FSR(Force Sensing Register) sensors are located to sense the force in grasping object. The total length of AMI's arm with hand is 750 [mm] . In case of AMIET, it is designed to make human-like motions with its two arms; each arm has 6 degrees of freedom (DOF), so it can imitate the motion of a human arm. Additionally, AMIET has a waist with 2 DOF to perform rotating and bending motions. Thus, AMIET can perform many human-like acts. AMI is 1550 mm tall. The breadth of the shoulder is 650 mm and the total weight is about 100 kg. Figure 13 shows the shape and DOFs of the assembled robot. AMIET has child-like height. Ami is 160 cm tall and AMIET is 130 cm tall. Differently with AMI, AMIET is designed by the concept of a child and her appearance is considered before when she is developed. So AMET could be felt friendly for humans. A newly developed biped humanoid robot named AMI was designed and manufactured based on the dimensions of the human body. The lower part of the robot has two legs, which have 3, 1, and 2 degrees of freedom at the pelvis, knees, and ankles, respectively. This allows the robot to lift and spread its legs, and to bend forward at the waist. This structure, which was verified by previous research to be simple and stable for biped-walking robots, makes it possible for the robot to walk as humans walk. The shape and D.O.F arrangement of the developed robot, AMIO are shown in Fig. 10 .
Experimental Results
To test the performance of the affective communication model, we conducted several experiments with humanoid robots, AMI, AMIET and AMIO. We confirmed that each subsystem satisfies its objectives. From our evaluation, we drew the graph in Fig. 12 , which shows the subsystem's flow during a sample inter-action. The graph also shows the behavior system (finding, greeting, consoling and so on), the motivation system (robot's drives and emotions), and the perception system (the user's emotional status) To evaluate the proposed communication model with the emotional memory, we compared three types of systems: one without an emotional or memory system, one with an emotional system but without a memory system, and one with both an emotional and memory system. Table 5 shows the results. The results suggest that the overall performance of the systems with an emotional memory is better than the system without it. The results clearly suggest that emotional memory helps the robot to synthesize more natural emotions and to reduce redundancy in conversational topics. Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 
Conclusion
This chapter presented the affective communication model for humanoids that is designed to lead human robot interactions by recognizing human emotional status and expressing its emotion through multimodal emotion channels like a human, and behaves appropriately in response to human emotions. We designed and implemented an affective human-robot communication model for a humanoid robot, which makes a robot communicate with a human through dialogue. Through this proposed model, a humanoid robot can communicate with humans by preserving emotional memories of users and topics, and it naturally engages in dialogue with humans. With explicit emotional memories on users and topics, in the proposed system, we successfully improved the affective interaction between humans and robots. Previous sociable robots either ignored emotional memories or maintained them implicitly. Our research proves that explicit emotional memory can help high-level affective dialogue interactions.
In several experiments, the robots chose an appropriate conversation topic and behaved appropriately in response to human emotions. They could ask what the human is angry about and then make a joke to console him or give pleasure to him. Therefore, this robot is able to help human mentally and emotionally as a robot therapy function. The human partner perceives the robot to be more human-like and friendly, thus enhancing the interaction between the robot and human.
In the future, we plan to extend the robot's memory system to contain more various memories, such as visual objects or high level concepts. The robot's current memory cells are limited to conversational topics and users. Our future system will be capable of memorizing information on visual inputs and word segments, and connections between them.
To interact sociably with a human, we are going to concentrate on building a real humanoid robot in terms of thinking and feeling that can not only recognize and express emotions like a human, but also share emotional experience with humans while the robot is talking to users on many kinds of interesting and meaningful scenarios supported and updated dynamically from outside database systems such as worldwide web and network based contents server.
